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A compositional method to model dependent failure behaviors 1 

based on PoF models 2 

 3 

Abstract 4 

In this paper, a new method is developed to model dependent failure behaviors among failure mechanisms. Unlike 5 

existing methods, the developed method models the root cause of the dependency explicitly, so that a deterministic 6 

model, rather than a probabilistic one, can be established. Three steps comprise the developed method. First, 7 

physics-of-failure (PoF) models are utilized to model each failure mechanism. Then, interactions among failure 8 

mechanisms are modeled as a combination of three basic relations, competition, superposition and coupling. This is 9 

the reason why the method is referred to as “compositional method”. Finally, the PoF models and the interaction 10 

model are combined to develop a deterministic model of the dependent failure behaviors. As a demonstration, the 11 

method is applied on an actual spool and the developed failure behavior model is validated by a wear test. The result 12 

demonstrates that the compositional method is an effective way to model dependent failure behaviors. 13 

 14 

Keywords: Dependent failures, physics-of-failure, reliability modeling, multiple dependent competing failure processes, 15 

degradation, shock 16 
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1. Introduction 1 

Physics-of-failure (PoF) methods are widely applied to model components’ failure behaviors. In most PoF methods 2 
(e.g., [1]), failure mechanisms are modeled first by deterministic PoF models [2-4], and, then, by assuming that all the 3 
failure mechanisms are independent, the PoF model with the shortest time to failure (TTF) is used to describe the 4 
failure behavior of a component [1]. A fundamental assumption in PoF methods is that all the failure mechanisms are 5 
independent. This assumption, however, does not hold in many real cases, because in practice, failure mechanisms are 6 
often dependent [5]. For example, it is observed from experimental data that two failure mechanisms, like erosion and 7 
corrosion, can enhance each other, resulting in faster degradation [6]. Another example is that when test specimens 8 
are susceptible to high temperatures and heavy loads, fatigue can interacts with creep so that the specimens’ TTFs are 9 
severely reduced [7].  10 

In the literature, many effective methods have been developed to model such dependent failure behaviors, e.g., the 11 
multivariate distribution method (see, for example, [8] and [9]), the copula-based method (see, for example, [10]), 12 
and the shock-degradation interaction method (see, for example, [11] and [12]). In the multivariate distribution 13 
method, the dependency is modeled by identifying the joint probability distribution of the dependent variables and 14 
estimating the distribution parameters based on failure data. For example, if two components of a series system are 15 
dependent, the reliability of the system is 16 

    
1 2, 1 2, ,T TR t P T t T t    17 

where 1 2,T T  denote the TTFs of the two components and  
1 2,T TP   is their joint distributions. In [13],  

1 2,T TP   was 18 

assumed to be a Marshall-Olkin bivariate Weibull distribution and the parameters of the distribution were estimated 19 
from failure data.  20 

References [14] and [15] reviewed the commonly used multivariate TTF distributions. Kotz et al. [8] investigated 21 
how the efficiency of parallel redundancy was affected when the two components were positively or negatively 22 
quadrant dependent. Navarro et al. [16-18] used the concept of Samaniego’s signature to obtain the mean time to 23 
failure and bounds for the reliability of dependent coherent systems. Cui and Li [19] developed an approach based on 24 
a Markov process to determine the joint TTF distribution of coherent systems with dependent components. Lai and 25 
Lin [9] extended the result in [8] by deriving new formulas to calculate the two-sided bounds of the MTTF of a 26 
parallel system with two dependent components. 27 

The multivariate distribution method is a simple and straightforward method to model dependent failure behaviors. 28 
However, the method is based on probabilistic models and requires large amount of failure data to estimate the 29 
parameters of the models, which limits its applicability. 30 

A copula of the random vector  1 2,Z Z  is defined as the joint cumulative distribution function of  1 2,U U ,  31 

    1 21 1 22, ,,C u u P U u U u   32 

where 1U  and 2U  are defined by       1 2 1 1 2 2, ,U U F Z F Z , in which  iF   is the cumulative distribution 33 

function of \iZ  [20]. According to Sklar’s Theorem, the joint distribution function of any random vector can be 34 

expressed as the marginal distribution of each element and a copula that describes the dependency [20]. Thus, the 35 
joint probability distribution can be determined by estimating the marginal distributions and the copula separately.  36 

Bunea and Bedford [21] developed a model where the dependency among competing risks is modeled by a copula. 37 
A similar model was developed in [22, 23], as well as a discussion on how the choice of copulas affected the 38 
estimated reliability. Yang et al. [24] used copulas to investigate the reliability of a partially perfect repairable system. 39 
Hong et al. [25] illustrated optimal condition-based maintenance in systems, whose dependency is described by 40 
copulas. In [26] and [27], copulas were applied to model the failure behavior of a microgrid and a static network, 41 
respectively. Wang et al. [10] introduced a time-varying copula-based method to model the dependency between 42 
degradation processes and random shocks. In [28], Jeddi et al. discussed the redundancy allocation problem when the 43 
components’ lifetimes are dependent and described by copulas. Zhang et al. [29] used copulas to develop statistical 44 
inference methods for systems subject to dependent competing failures. Wu [30] established a new asymmetric 45 
copula and applied it to fit two-dimensional warranty data. Ebrahimi and Li [31] used copulas to account for the 46 
dependency among atoms and calculated the reliability of a nanocomponent. 47 

As the multivariate distribution method, the copula-based method is also based on probabilistic models and relies 48 
on failure data to estimate the model parameters. The only difference is that, in the multivariate distribution method, 49 
we identify the joint probability distribution directly, whereas in the copula-based method, we only have to identify 50 
the marginal probability distributions and the copula and the joint probability distribution is calculated using Sklar’s 51 
Theorem [20]. Thus, the copula-based method shares the same limitation as the multivariate distribution method, that 52 
is, large amount of failure data need be collected to estimate the model parameters. 53 
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Another important dependency model is the shock-degradation interaction model developed by Feng and Coit [11]. 1 
In this model, two dependent failure processes, a degradation process and a shock process, are considered. Both 2 
processes can lead to failures and the degradation process is influenced by the shocks. The failure processes are 3 
referred to as multiple dependent competing failure processes (MDCFPs). Feng and Coit [11] assumed the arriving 4 
shock would bring an abrupt increase to the normal degradation process and developed a probabilistic model to 5 
calculate the system’s reliability. Wang and Pham [32] used a similar approach as [11] to model the DCFPs and 6 
determined the optimal imperfect preventive maintenance policy. Peng et al. [12] applied the model in [11] to 7 
calculate the reliability of a micro-engine and determined the optimal maintenance strategy. Keedy and Feng [33] 8 
applied the model in [11] on a stent, where the degradation process was modeled by a PoF model. Song et al. 9 
considered the reliability of a system whose components were subject to the MDCFPs [34] and distinct component 10 
shock sets [35]. Apart from the model in [11], the MDCFPs can be modelled in many other ways. Jiang et al. [36] 11 
extended the work in [11] by assuming that the threshold of the degradation process was shifted by shocks. Rafiee et 12 
al. [37] developed a model in which the degradation rates were modified by different shock patterns. Fan et al. [38] 13 
developed a Stochastic Hybrid System (SHS) based framework for reliability modeling and analysis of MDCFPs. 14 
Zhang et al. [39] considered epistemic uncertainty in MDCFP modeling using a Probability Box (P-box) based 15 
approach.  16 

The shock-degradation interaction method provides new insights into dependency modeling by considering the 17 
actual way in which the dependency arises. However, this method only deals with a simplified scenario, where 18 
dependency arises from the superposition of two independently evolving failure mechanisms. By “independently 19 
evolving”, we mean that the failure behavior of each failure mechanism is not changed by the other failure mechanism. 20 
In practice, however, rather than evolving independently, the failure mechanisms might be actually coupled. 21 
Examples of coupling include the interaction between erosion and corrosion [6], and between fatigue and creep [7]. 22 
The effect of coupling should thus be considered, when modeling multiple dependent failure mechanisms. 23 

As reviewed before, most these existing methods are grounded on probabilistic models. Therefore, they share a 24 
common limitation: the requirement on large amount of data for the accurate estimation of model parameters. To 25 
address this problem, we develop a mechanistic approach in this paper, which explicitly models the root cause of 26 
dependency to develop a deterministic model, rather than a probabilistic one, to describe the dependent failure 27 
behaviors. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the PoF-based failure behavior 28 
modeling method using the concept of performance parameters. The compositional method is developed in Section 3 29 
and applied in Section 4 to model the dependent failure behavior of a spool. Experimental validation of the developed 30 
model is also conducted in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, the paper is concluded with a discussion on potential 31 
future works. 32 

2. Performance parameters and PoF models 33 

In this paper, failure behaviors are described by performance parameters and modeled based on PoF models. In this 34 
section, we first introduce the two concepts and then, discuss how to use the two concepts to describe failure 35 
behaviors. 36 

2.1. Performance parameters and failure behaviors 37 

Failure is defined as the event or state for which a system or component no longer fulfills its intended function 38 
[2-4]. In most cases, failures can be described by performance parameters and failure thresholds. 39 

Definition 1 (Performance parameters and failure thresholds). Suppose the required function of a system (or 40 
component) is not fulfilled if and only if the following inequality holds, 41 

 .thp p  (1) 42 

Then, parameter p  is defined as the performance parameter, while thp  is defined as the failure threshold 43 

associated with performance parameter p .  44 

From Definition 1, a failure state is reached whenever a performance parameter exceeds its associated failure 45 
threshold. In other words, the smaller the value of the performance parameter is, the safer the system (or component) 46 
will be. This kind of performance parameters are referred to as smaller-the-better (STB) parameters. In reality, there 47 
are also larger-the-better (LTB) and nominal-the-best (NTB) parameters, whose definitions can be generalized easily 48 
from Definition 1. For simplicity of illustration, we assume that all the performance parameters discussed in this 49 
paper are STB. 50 

Example 1. The designed function of a beam is to withstand a given load. Thus, the performance parameter of the 51 
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beam is its stress,  , which results from the applied load. The failure threshold thp  is the strength of the beam, 1 

  . Whenever    , the beam fails. 2 

Example 2. The designed function of a spool is to control hydraulic oil flows. When the oil leaks, the spool no 3 
longer fulfills its function. Thus, leakage is defined as the failure state of the spool. Increases of clearances due to 4 
wear will cause the leakage. Therefore, the clearance, denoted by x , is the performance parameter of the spool. The 5 
failure threshold, thx , is the clearance when the leakage takes place. Whenever thx x , the spool fails. 6 

 7 
Definition 2 (Failure behaviors). Failure behaviors of a system (or component) are defined as the observable 8 

changes of the system’s (or component’s) states during its failure process.  9 
Since p  and thp  in Definition 1 can be used to characterize failures, the failure behavior can be described by 10 

modeling the variation of p  over time, as shown in Figure 1.  11 

p

t

thp

0

( ; )BEp f t x

TTF

 12 
Figure 1 Describing failure behaviors by modeling the variation of p  over time 13 

In Figure 1,  BEf   represents the failure behavior model (FBM), in which x  is a vector of input parameters. By 14 

substituting thp  into the FBM and solving for t , the TTF of the system (or the component) can be determined. 15 

2.2. Using PoF models to describe failure behaviors 16 

The variation of p  in Figure 1 is caused by failure mechanisms. Failure mechanisms are the physical or chemical 17 

processes which lead to failures [40]. In this section, we discuss how to model the failure mechanisms based on PoF 18 
models. These failure mechanism models are, then, combined to model the failure behavior of the component, 19 
considering the interactions among them, which will be discussed in detail in Sect. 3. 20 

Definition 3 (PoF models). If the physics behind the failure mechanisms is well understood, physics-based models 21 
can be built to predict the behavior of the failure-inducing processes. These physics-based models are referred to as 22 
physics-of-failure models (PoF models). 23 

Research on PoF models dates back to the late nineteenth century when A. Wohler investigated the effect of fatigue 24 
on railway axles [41]. Since then, common failure mechanisms have been intensively investigated and many effective 25 
PoF models have been developed. For a review of PoF models commonly used in electronic and mechanical products, 26 
readers might refer to [2-4]. PoF models can be used to determine the values of the performance parameters, which 27 
are used to describe the failure behavior of the system (or component), as shown in Figure 1.  28 

Example 3. According to Example 2, the performance parameter of the spool is its clearance, denoted by x . Since 29 
the spool is subject to adhesive wear, the Archard model in (2) is often used as its PoF model [42]. 30 

 1.
adh a

adh

m

dx W
K k

dt H
   (2) 31 

In (2), adhx  is the wear depth caused by adhesive wear, adhK  is a constant associated with surface conditions 32 

and lubrication, aW  is the normal load on the wear surfaces, mH  is the hardness of the wear surface and 1k  is the 33 

wear rate. 34 
The performance parameter x  can be derived based on (2), since 0 adhx x x  , where 0x  is the initial 35 

clearance. Substituting the previous expression into (2), the failure behavior of the valve can be described. 36 
 37 
PoF models like (2) describe the failure-inducing process. However, a variety of PoF models only provide 38 

information about the TTF. For example, the Coffin-Manson model is a commonly applied model to describe 39 
low-cycle fatigue [4]: 40 
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1

TTF= ,
2

C

P

f

 
 
 

 (3) 1 

where 
2

p
 is the plastic strain amplitude, 

'

f  is the fatigue ductility coefficient and C  is the fatigue ductility 2 

exponent. 3 
In order to use PoF models like (3) to describe failure behaviors, we need to define a dummy variable ,, 0D D   4 

which represents the damage caused by the failure mechanism and stipulate that a failure occurs whenever 1.D   5 
We can easily verify from Definition 1 that D  is a performance parameter and its associated failure threshold is 6 

1.thD   Thus, the failure behavior can be described by .D  7 

To derive D  from the PoF models, assumptions on how the damage accumulates need to be made. Often, Miner’s 8 
rule of linear accumulation is used [4], so that  9 

 

,

F

1

TT
.

D kt

k




 (4) 10 

where TTF  is determined by the PoF models. Equation (4) is used to describe the failure behavior of the system 11 
(or the component) based on PoF models like (3), which only predicts the TTF. It should be noted that the damage 12 
accumulation model in Eq. (4) is based on a strict assumption of linear accumulation. In practice, more complex 13 
situations might exist which requires more advanced damage accumulation models. 14 

Example 4. In this example, we use the damage, D , to describe the failure behavior resulted from low-cycle 15 
fatigue, based on the Coffin-Manson model in (5). The failure threshold associated with D  is 1thD  . By using 16 

Miner’s rule in (4), the failure behavior can be described by 17 

 '

1

,
2 f

C

PD t



 
 

 
  (5) 18 

where 
',P f  and C  have the same meaning as in (3). 19 

3. The compositional method to model dependent failure behaviors 20 

In this section, we investigate the interactions among failure mechanisms and develop a compositional method to 21 
model the dependent failure behaviors. The method is called “compositional” because it assumes that the interactions 22 
among failure mechanisms can be modeled as a combination of three basic relations: competition, superposition and 23 
coupling. The interactions among failure mechanisms are modeled first in Sect. 3.1; then, in Sect. 3.2, the dependent 24 
failure behavior is modeled by combing the PoF models considering the interactions among them. 25 

3.1. Modeling of the interactions 26 

In this section, we develop a method to model the interactions as a combination of three basic relations. The three 27 

basic relations, competition, superposition and coupling, are introduced first in sections 3.1.1-3.1.3. Then, in Sect. 28 

3.1.4, a visualization tool, the interaction graph, is developed, to model the interactions in terms of the three basic 29 

relations. 30 

3.1.1 Competition 31 
Competition refers to the situation where each failure mechanism contributes to a specific performance parameter 32 

and the presence of one failure mechanism has no influence on the others, as shown in Figure 2. 33 

 34 
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1p1FM

2FM 2p

 1 

Figure 2 Illustration of competition 2 

In Figure 2, FMi  and ip  refer to the thi failure mechanism and its performance parameter, respectively.  3 

Example 5. An example of competition is the interaction among the three failure mechanisms of a composite ply 4 

[43]. There are three failure mechanisms for the composite ply, fiber tensile, matrix failure and fiber kinking/ splitting. 5 

According to [43], the composite ply can fail due to either of the three failure mechanisms. Moreover, the three 6 

failure mechanisms have no influence on one another. Thus, competition applies to the three failure mechanisms. 7 

3.1.2 Superposition 8 
Superposition refers to the situation where all the mechanisms contribute to a common performance parameter and 9 

the presence of one failure mechanism has no influence on the others, as shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, 1FM  and 10 

2FM  denote the failure mechanisms, 1p  denotes the common performance parameter, while ,1 ,2,FM FMp p  11 

represent the contribution of the corresponding failure mechanism, respectively.  12 

,1,1FMp

,1,2FMp

1p
1FM

2FM

 13 

Figure 3 Illustration of superposition 14 

Example 6. An example of superposition is the interaction between the pitting and corrosion-fatigue suffered by 15 

structures [44]. Let a  denote the crack size. The structure fails whenever a  exceeds the maximum allowable crack 16 

size, .tha  Thus, a  is the performance parameter of the structure. According to [44], both pitting and 17 

corrosion-fatigue lead to the growth of the crack and thus, contribute to the degradation of the common performance 18 

parameter .a  Therefore, superposition applies to the two failure mechanisms. 19 

 20 

3.1.3 Coupling 21 
Coupling refers to the situation where the presence of one mechanism influences the other failure mechanisms. 22 

Coupling is caused by the synergistic effect among the coupled failure mechanisms, in which one failure mechanism 23 

changes the inputs of the other failure mechanisms, as described in Figure 4.  24 
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2 ,2 ,2, ;FM couple restf tx x

 
1 ,1 ,1, ;FM couple restf tx x 1p

2p

  
21 2;FMg f tx

  
12 1;FMg f tx

 1 

Figure 4 Illustration of coupling 2 

In Figure 4, two failure mechanisms, 1FM  and 2FM  are coupled. The  ,1FMf   and  ,2FMf   are the PoF 3 

models for the coupled failure mechanisms, while 1p  and 2p  are corresponding performance parameters. Some of 4 

the inputs to the  ,1FMf   and  ,2FMf  , denoted by ,1couplex  and ,2couplex , are influenced by the other failure 5 

mechanism and thus result in coupling between the two failure mechanisms. These parameters are referred to as 6 

coupling factors. The influence from the other failure mechanism is represented by  1g   and  2g  . 7 

Example 7. An example of coupling is the interaction between fatigue and creep [7]. According to [7], when 8 

specimens are subject to these two failure mechanisms, the resistance to fatigue is reduced due to the influence of 9 

creep. Thus, the two failure mechanisms are coupled.  10 

Example 8. Another example of coupling can be found in specimens subject to erosion and corrosion [6]. According 11 

to [6], erosion removes the protection layer on the specimen, which makes the specimen more prone to corrosion and 12 

results in an increased corrosion rate [6]. 13 

3.1.4 The interaction graph 14 
The first step of the compositional method is to model the interactions among failure mechanisms. In this paper, it is 15 

assumed that the interactions are composed of the three basic relations. A visualization tool, the interaction graph, is 16 

developed in this section to visualize how the interactions are composed in terms of the three basic relations.  17 

In an interaction graph, a box represents a failure mechanism while a circle denotes a performance parameter. An 18 

arrow from a box to a circle means that the performance parameter corresponding to the circle is influenced by the 19 

failure mechanism corresponding to the box. A diamond is a symbol for coupling. If coupling exists between two 20 

failure mechanisms, a diamond is placed between the corresponding boxes, with the coupling factors written inside 21 

the diamond. An illustration of the interaction graph is given in Figure 5.  22 
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2FM

3FM

couplex

1FM

Performance parameter

Failure mechanism

Coupling among failure mechanisms

,1,1FMp

,2,2FMp

,2,1FMp

1p

2p

 1 

Figure 5 A illustration of interaction graph 2 

Once the interaction graph is constructed, we can easily determine how the interactions are composed. For example, 3 

for the interaction graph in Figure 5, it can be seen from the Figure that superposition and coupling exist between 4 

failure mechanisms 2 and 3, while competition exists among failure mechanisms 1, 2, and 3. With the help of the 5 

interaction graph, the interaction among failure mechanisms is modeled as a combination of the three basic relations. 6 

3.2. Modeling of the dependent failure behavior 7 

In this section, we develop a method to model the dependent failure behavior. The failure behavior of a system (or a 8 
component) is influenced by the PoF models and the interactions among them. The interactions, as discussed in Sect. 9 
3.1, are composed of the three basic relations. Thus, in Sect. 3.2.1 - Sect. 3.2.3, we first discuss how to model the 10 
influence of each basic relation. Then, in Sect. 3.2.4, a method is developed to model the failure behavior resulting 11 
from a combination of the basic relations. 12 

3.2.1 Case 1: Only competition exists 13 
Since the competing failure mechanisms contribute to different performance parameters and do not influence one 14 

another, the failure behavior can be modeled by the weakest-link model, whereby the failure mechanism with shortest 15 
TTF determines the failure behavior of the component (or system): 16 

 ,1TTF =min TTF .n

comp i FM i   (6) 17 

In (6), TTFcomp  means the TTF of the component (or system), n  is the number of the failure mechanisms that the 18 

component (or system) is subject to and ,TTFFM i  refers to the TTF predicted by the PoF model of the thi  failure 19 

mechanism.  20 
In some PoF models, the performance parameters do not change over time. For these models, equation (6) can be 21 

expressed in turns of the performance parameters. To do so, let us first define the performance margin of the thi  22 
failure mechanism, iM , as  23 

 
,

,

,
th i i

i

th i

p p
M

p


  (7) 24 

where ip  and ,th ip  are the performance parameter and the failure threshold for the thi  failure mechanism, 25 

respectively. It is obvious that a failure occurs whenever 0iM  . Then, the weakest-link model can be expressed 26 

using the concept of performance margin: 27 
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1 1

,

min min .
th i in n

comp i i i

th i

p p
M M

p
 

 
    

 

 (8) 1 

In (8), compM  stands for the performance margin of the component (or system). The component (or system) fails 2 

whenever 0compM  . Equation (8) states that the failure mechanism with the least performance margin determines 3 

the failure behavior of the component (or system). Suppose the thj  failure mechanism has the minimum 4 

performance margin, that is, comp jM M . Then, the performance parameter of the component is determined by the 5 

performance parameter of the thj  failure mechanism, comp jp p . It is obvious that (6) and (8) are equivalent 6 

expressions of the weakest-link model.  7 
Example 9. In this example, we use the proposed method to develop the failure behavior model for the composite 8 

ply in Example 5. According to [43], the PoF models for the failure mechanisms in Example 5 are given in (9)-(11). 9 

 

2
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1

,1
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, 1,th

L

t
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  (9) 10 

where 1  is the main stress and L   is the tensile strength in the longitudinal direction parallel to the fibers. 11 
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  (10) 12 

where 0 0 0

23 12, , n

      are the components of stresses in the specific directions, , ,T L T     are the corresponding 13 

strengths and ,L T   are friction coefficients in the specific directions. 14 
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 (11) 15 

where the meaning of each parameter is consistent with those in (9) and (10).  16 
Since competition applies to the three failure mechanisms of the ply, the weakest link model in (8) is used to model 17 

the interactions among failure mechanisms. Since ,1 ,2 ,3 1th th thp p p   , equation (8) can be simplified: 18 

  1 2 3, ,max , 1.thp p pp p   (12) 19 

In (12), p  and thp  refer to the performance parameter and failure threshold of the composite ply under the joint 20 

effect of the three failure mechanisms. The 1 2 3, ,p p p  are determined from (9)-(11), respectively. The results in (12) 21 

are the same as those obtained in [43]. 22 

3.2.2 Case 2: Only superposition exists 23 
Superposition of failure mechanisms can be modeled by summing up the contribution from each failure mechanism. 24 

Suppose that superposition applies to in  failure mechanisms, where the jointly contributed performance parameter 25 

is denoted by ,1ip i n  . Then, the superposition can be modeled as:  26 

  
1

, , , ,

1

, .
i in n

i FM i j FM j

j

i

j

j ip p f t


   x  (13) 27 

In (13), , ,FM i jp  is the contribution of the thj  failure mechanism and is determined by the corresponding PoF 28 

model,  , , ,FM i j ijf tx . When all the  , , ,FM i j ijf tx ’s are derivable, (13) can be rewritten in the form of 29 

rate-summation: 30 

 
1

, ,
.

in
FM

j

i ji
dpdp

dt dt

  (14) 31 

Example 10. In this example, we use (13) to model the superposition between two failure mechanisms in electronic 32 
devices. Both the two failure mechanisms contribute to the time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) [3]. Here, 33 
we assume that the two failure mechanisms do not influence each other. Thus, superposition is applied to model the 34 
interaction among them. The PoF models for the failure mechanisms are the E-model, given below in (15), and the 35 
1/E model, given in (16): 36 
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  (16) 2 

In (15),   is the field-acceleration parameter, oxE  is the electric field in the oxide, Q  is the activation energy, 3 

0A  is a process/material-dependent coefficient, BK  is the Boltzmann constant and T  is the temperature in Kelvin. 4 

In (16), 0 ( )T  and ( )G T  are temperature-related constants. 5 

In order to use (15) and (16) to describe the failure behavior of the component, we first define two dummy 6 
variables, ED  and 1

E

D , to represent the damage caused by the corresponding failure mechanisms. Applying 7 

Miner’s rule of damage accumulation in (4), we have 8 

 
1

1TTF

1 1

TF
, ,

TE
E

E
E

D t D t   (17) 9 

where TTFE  and 1/TTF E  are determined from (15) and (16), respectively. 10 

Since superposition applies to the two failure mechanisms, from (14), we have 11 
 1 .E

E

D D D   (18) 12 

In (18), D  means damage of the component and is the performance parameter of the component.  13 
Since 1D   indicates a failure, by substituting (17) into (18), we have 14 

 1/

1/

TTF TTF
TTF

T T
.

TF TF

E

E

E

E





 (19) 15 

Equation (19) describes the failure behavior resulting from the superposition of E-model and 1/E-model. The 16 
result in (19) is the same as that obtained in [3]. 17 

3.2.3 Case 3: Only coupling exists 18 
Coupling can be modeled by introducing the concept of coupling factors. It can be seen from Figure 4 that coupling 19 

is caused when some input parameters (the ,1couplex  and ,2couplex  in Figure 4) are changed by other failure 20 

mechanisms. These parameters are referred to as coupling factors. 21 
In order to model the effect of coupling, the coupling factors need to be identified first. Then, the influence on the 22 

coupling factors from other failure mechanisms, (the  1g   and  2g   in Figure 4), is determined based on an 23 

analysis of the nature of the influence. Finally, by substituting the  1g   and  2g   into the corresponding PoF 24 

model, the effect of coupling can be modeled: 25 
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 (20) 26 

Example 11. In this example, we illustrate the method in (20) by modeling the coupling between fatigue and creep. 27 
For components subject only to low-cycle fatigue, a Coffin-Manson model is often used to approximate the failure 28 
behavior, as shown in (3) and (4). Since coupling exists between fatigue and creep, the k  in (4) is assumed to be 29 
influenced by creep and is regarded as the coupling factor. In [4], it is assumed that k  is influenced by creep as: 30 
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1

1 1
,

2TTF

1

f

C
k kPk  



    
    
 

 (21) 31 

where 
 1k


 

 describes the influence from creep. According to (20), by substituting (21) into (4), the performance 32 
parameter and TTF under the effect of coupling between fatigue and creep can be obtained: 33 
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 (22) 1 

It is easy to verify that the result in (22) is equivalent to the widely used frequency-modified Coffin-Manson model 2 
[4, 45]. It should be noted that an important feature of coupling is that, when coupling exists, the PoF models for the 3 
failure mechanisms are usually changed due to the effect of the coupled mechanisms. For example, in Example 11, 4 
due to the coupling effect from creep, the PoF model for fatigue (Eq. (22)) is different from the original 5 
Coffin-Manson model. This fact makes coupling distinct from superposition and competition, where in the latter two 6 
cases, the PoF models for each individual failure mechanism remains unchanged. Rather, the dependent failure 7 
behavior is caused by the joint effect of the PoF models. For example, in Example 10, although superposition exists 8 
between E-model and 1/E-model, the PoF model of each mechanism remains unchanged (Eq. (15) and (16)). 9 

3.2.4 Case 4: Mixture of the three basic relations 10 
In actual cases, the interaction among the failure mechanisms is a combination of the three basic relations. Thus, the 11 

modeling methods in Sect. 3.2.1-3.2.3 should be combined to model the actual dependent failure behavior. Suppose a 12 
general interaction graph in Figure 7 contains n  performance parameters, which are denoted by , 1, 2,i i np  . 13 

Further, let us assume that the thi  performance parameter is influenced by in  failure mechanisms under 14 

superposition. Suppose the corresponding PoF models are  15 

  , , , , , ,, ., 1,2,FM i j FM i j i j ip t nf j x  (23) 16 

where , ,FM i jp  is the performance parameter associated with the thj failure mechanism and  , ,FM i jf   is the PoF 17 

model. Note that if the thk  performance parameter kp  is subject to only one failure mechanism, then 1.kn   18 

,1FMn

,2FMn , ,2FM np

, ,1FM np
np

1,1FM ,1,1FMp
1p

,1FMi

,2FMi

couplex

, ,2FM ip

, ,1FM ip

ip

 19 
Figure 6 A general interaction graph 20 

The dependent failure behavior can be modeled in two steps:  21 
 First, determine the performance parameters according to (24): 22 
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1

,
in

i i j
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p p


  (24) 23 

where ,i jp  is the contribution of the thj  failure mechanism on ip  and is determined by 24 
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 (25) 25 
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 Next, since competition applies to all ip s, the failure behavior of the system (or the component) can be 1 

predicted using (6) and (8). 2 
Example 12. In this example, we use the compositional method to model the dependent failure behavior of the 3 

multiple dependent competing failure processes (MDCFPs) from [12]. In the MDCFP, a component is subject to the 4 
joint effect of three failure mechanisms [12].  5 

The first failure mechanism, denoted by 1FM , is the overstress failure, which is caused by shocks. When a shock 6 

arrives, a damage of W  will be incurred. If W D , where D  stands for the resistance to shocks, an overstress 7 
failure will happen. According to Definition 1, W  is a performance parameter, and we denote it by 1p . The second 8 

failure mechanism, denoted by 2FM , results in gradual degradations of the performance parameter, 2p . When 9 

2p H , a soft failure will be caused. Meanwhile, 2p  is also subject to the influence from the third failure 10 

mechanism, denoted by 3FM , which is caused by shocks: when the thi  shock arrives, an additional degradation to 11 

2p  will be caused. 12 

In order to apply the compositional method, we first construct the interaction graph to visualize the interactions 13 
among the three failure mechanisms. The interaction graph is given in Figure 7.  14 

2FM

3FM

1FM ,1,1FMp

,2,2FMp

,2,1FMp

1p

2p

 15 
Figure 7 The interaction graph of the MDCFP 16 

It can be seen from Figure 7 that 2p  is subject to the joint effect of 2FM  and 3FM , and the two failure 17 

mechanisms do not influence each other. Thus, superposition applies to 2FM  and 3FM . Also, since no interactions 18 

exist among 1FM , 2FM  and 3FM , competition applies to 1p  and 2p . According to (24) and (25), the 1p  19 

and 2p  are determined by  20 
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 (26) 21 

where,  ;
iFM if tx  is the PoF model for the thi  failure mechanism.  22 

Then, according to (6), the TTF is predicted by 23 
  1 2TTF TTF ,Tmin TF .  (27) 24 

In (27), 1TTF  and 2TTF  are determined by 25 

      1 1 ,1 2 2 ,2TTF arg ,TTF arg .t th t thp t p p t p     (28) 26 

Equations (26)-(28) describe the failure behavior of the MDCFP. Further, we can use (26)-(28) to predict the 27 
reliability: 28 
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 (29) 29 

When the arrival of shocks follows a Poisson process with rate  , it is easy to verify that the result in (29) is 30 
equivalent to the one from [12]. Thus, this example demonstrates that the compositional method is effective in 31 
modeling a mixture of competition and superposition. In Sect.4, we will demonstrate, through an actual case study, 32 
that the method is also effective in modeling coupling. 33 
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It should be noted that a premise of applying the compositional method is that the interactions among the failure 1 
mechanisms are can be identified explicitly using the three basic relations defined in the paper. However, we admit 2 
that in some practical applications, especially when the interaction among the failures are complex, the interaction 3 
cannot be easily identified explicitly and, therefore, the compositional method cannot be applied. In this case, since 4 
the root cause of the dependency cannot be understood, we have to resort to probabilistic methods or design 5 
experiments and fit the failure behavior model from the collected data. 6 

4. A case study 7 

In this section, we use the compositional method to model the dependent failure behavior of an actual spool. We 8 
also design and implement a wear test, which validates the failure behavior model originated from the compositional 9 
method. 10 

4.1. Failure mechanisms and PoF models 11 

As discussed in Example 1, the performance parameter of the spool is its clearance, x . According to the result of a 12 
failure mode, mechanism, effect analysis (FMMEA) [46], since the spool and its sleeve are made from the same 13 
material, the spool is subject to adhesive wear. Besides, due to the possible existence of hard pollutants, the spool is 14 
also subject to three-body abrasive wear (hereafter referred to as abrasive wear) [46]. Adhesive wear can be modeled 15 
by Archard model [42], as shown in (2). Abrasive wear can be modeled by the following differential equation [47]:  16 

 2 .abr a

abr

m

dx W
K k

dt H
   (30) 17 

In (30), abrK  is a constant associated with the properties of the wear surfaces, while the other parameters in (30) 18 

share the same meanings as those in (2). In actual cases, the values of 1k  and 2k  are often estimated from wear 19 

tests. 20 

4.2. Modeling of the interactions 21 

The interaction graph of the two failure mechanisms are given in Figure 8.  22 

Adhesive 

wear

S

Arasive 

wear

totalxabhx

abrx

 23 
Figure 8 The interaction graph of the spool 24 

From Figure 8, we can see that superposition exists between adhesive wear and abrasive wear, since both the two 25 
failure mechanisms contribute to a common performance parameter, the total wear depth, totalx . Besides, coupling 26 

between the adhesive wear and abrasive wear also exists. 27 
From (24), the rate of totalx  can be determined as 28 

 
1 2 ,total adh abrdx dx dx

k k
dt dt dt

     (31) 29 

where 1 2,k k  are rate constants in (2) and (30), respectively. 30 

The 1k  and 2k  in (31) are influenced by the coupling of adhesive wear and abrasive wear. From (2), 1k  is 31 

dependent on adhK . According to [46], the adhK  is influenced by the surface roughness S : 32 
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 (32) 1 

where 1 2 3 4, , ,a a a a  are constants associated with the surface conditions. 2 

The surface roughness is influenced by both the two failure mechanisms, according to equation (33) below [46]. 3 
In (33), totalx  is the total wear depth and 1 2,b b  are two constants associated with the surface conditions. 4 

  1 2 .t tals o

s

d dx
b b

dt dt


   (33) 5 

Equations (32) and (33) describe the root cause of the coupling. In order to develop a failure behavior model to 6 
describe the coupling, we make some simplifications to (32) and (33). From (32) and (33), we can see that adhK  7 

is a function of S  and S  is a function of totalx . Thus, adhK  is a function of totalx . Since 1k  is determined by 8 

adhK  via (2), 1k  is also a function of totalx : 9 

  1 .totalk g x  (34) 10 

By using first order Taylor expansion as an approximation, and assuming that (0) 0g  , equation (34) becomes  11 

 '

1 1 .totalk k x   (35) 12 

Substituting (35) into (31) and solving for totalx , we have, 13 

 
 '

2 1 2

'

1

exp ln
( ) .

k k t k
x t

k

  
  (36) 14 

In (36),  x t  is the time-variant total wear depth and '

1 2,k k  should be determined by conducting wear tests. 15 

Equation (36) describes the dependent failure behavior of the spool under the joint contribution of the adhesive and 16 
abrasive wear. 17 

4.3. Experimental validation and discussions 18 

In order to validate the developed model, a wear test is designed and implemented. Wear depths are monitored at 19 
fixed intervals by measuring the loss of weight due to the wear. The test setup is shown in Figure 9.  20 

 
(a) Test equipment 

 
(b) Specimen 

Figure 9 Test setups 

The result of the wear test is shown in Figure 10 (the x and y axes are scaled, for confidential reasons). It should be 21 

noted that in the test, the quantity directly measured at each inspection is the mass-loss of the test specimen, denoted 22 

by m . The wear depth d  in Figure 10 is calculated from m  using the density of the valve material   and the 23 

nominal surface area A :  24 

d
m

A





. 25 

The model in (36) is fitted to the test data using the least square method. The result is shown as the solid line in 26 
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Figure 10. 1 
As a comparison, we also develop a failure behavior model using the PoF method. In the PoF method, the two 2 

failure mechanisms are assumed to be independent. Since both PoF models suggest that the wear depth is a linear 3 
function of time (see (2) and (30)), the resulting failure behavior model is also a linear function of time,  4 

 ( ) .x t a bt   (37) 5 

In (37), a  and b  are constants associated with the wear process and need to be estimated from test data. We 6 
also use the least square method to estimate the values of the parameters a  and b . The result is represented by the 7 
dashed line in Figure 10. 8 

 9 

 10 
Figure 10 Experimental results and model fitting 11 

It can be seen from Figure 10 that the compositional method provides a better fit to the test data than the linear 12 
model suggested by the PoF method. This conclusion is also justified by calculating the mean square error (MSE) for 13 
both models. The MSE of the model from the compositional method is 0.5298 , which is far less than the 5.7981 of 14 
the one from the traditional method.  15 

The differences can be explained by analyzing the trend of the test data. From the test data in Figure 10, we can see 16 
that the wear rates are decreasing over time, which suggests that the spool is in the running-wear period [46, 47]. In 17 
this period, the interaction between the two wear mechanisms tends to slow down the wear process [46, 47]. The PoF 18 
method ignores the interaction by assuming that the two failure mechanisms are independent. Therefore, inaccurate 19 
results are obtained. In the compositional method, on the contrary, the interaction is considered. Thus, it fits the 20 
experimental data better. 21 

In existing dependency modeling methods, such as the multivariate distribution methods [9] and the copula-based 22 
methods [21], the dependent failure behavior is described by the joint distribution of the TTFs. The compositional 23 
method provides a PoF-based approach to determine the joint distribution. For example, by propagating the 24 
parametric uncertainties in (36) (see Table 1) using Monte-Carlo sampling, the joint TTF distribution of the spool is 25 
obtained. The result is given in Figure 11, where 1T  and 2T  represent the TTF predicted based on the abrasive wear 26 

model and adhesive wear model, respectively. The joint distribution  1 2,P T t T t   in Figure 11 represents the 27 

reliability of the spool at t , under the joint effect of the two failure mechanisms. Note that we assume the failure 28 
threshold of (36) is 20.thp   29 

Table 1 Parametric uncertainties in (36) 30 

Parameter Distribution Parameter Distribution 
'

1k   4 610 ,7.584 10N     2k   3 410 ,1.809 10N     
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 1 
Figure 11 Reliability of the spool (i.e. predicted joint distribution of the TTFs) 2 

In Figure 11, we also compare the  1 2,P T t T t   to the predicted reliability under the independence assumption, 3 

which is simply given by the product    1 2P T t P T t  . It can be seen from Figure 11 that 4 

     1 2 1 2, , .0P T t T t P T t P T t t       According to the definition by Lai and Lin [9],  1 2,P T t T t   is 5 

more diagonal-dependent than    1 2P T t P T t  , which indicates that, the dependency among the two failure 6 

mechanisms increases the reliability of the spool. This is because, as discussed earlier, the spool is in the 7 
running-wear period, in which the wear processes are slowed down by the interactions among wear mechanisms [46, 8 
47]. 9 

5. Conclusions 10 

In this paper, a compositional method to model dependent failure behaviors is developed. The interactions among 11 
failure mechanisms are modeled as a combination of the three basic relations, competition, superposition and 12 
coupling. The method has the merit that it models physically the root cause of the dependency, so that a deterministic 13 
model can be derived to describe the dependent failure behaviors. The developed method is applied to model the 14 
failure behavior of a spool subject to two dependent failure mechanisms. A wear test has been implemented to 15 
validate the failure behavior model. The results demonstrate that the developed method is capable of modeling 16 
dependent failure behaviors. 17 

In the work, we have considered dependency among failure mechanisms using a physics-based method. In the 18 
future, dependency among components can also be investigated in a similar way. For example, physics-based models 19 
can be developed to model the dependency due to shared loads, where the common loads shared by a group of 20 
components result in the dependency among them. Also, the dependency among components resulting from cascading 21 
failures can be considered, where the failure of some components increases the failure probability of other 22 
components. 23 
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